FIRST SELECTION OF STUDENT W O R K S in the year 2014
April 20th 2014, StudAVP Tempus project team has announced Open Call for student projects on
theme “I wish to tell you...” Open Call closed May 31th 2014. 135 student applications arrived.
Selection team considered all applications and based on the criteria adopted by StudAVP
consortium, made FIRST selection list of 20 student works.
Further consideration will clarify the possibility of production.
Students of listed projects soon will be contacted by StudAVP production team for further
clarification and planning.
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Partner
institution

UA

Name of the
applicant
Aleksandra
GAMBIC
KASAGIC

UA

Jovan
VUKASINOVIC

UA

Marko GRBA
SINGH

UA

Nenad TESLA

UA

Matija
DJUKANOVIC

UA

Tamara
MILOVANOVIC

Project Title

Nadja

Coming back

If I had my way I
would never leave

Wooden Ball

Graffiti jam

Letters of today

Project description
Retired widow finds out her neighbor
and friend has been keeping a
shocking secret from her, from the
WW2. Upon revealing his secret, he
dies.
Coming of age film about three
characters living in Belgrade. Milena
left Belgrade at the age 15 to go to high
school in UK. Upon return, she reunites
with her friends, only to see that a lot of
things changed.
A film about illegal immigrant from
Africa who is, on his way to the EU,
making his final stop in Serbia. He has
no name, has no nationality.

Possible type of
AV production
Video-Short
feature/with
archive material,
based on a true
story

VideoShort feature

VideoDocumentary

Story centered around a wooden ball
bought from Turkey. Smallest of
objects can carry stories.

VideoShort feature/
Experimental

Story about young graffiti artist who
moves from Tirana to Belgrade, but
faces unforeseen problems.

VideoShort feature

Radio show about writing letters, diaries,
communication today, comparing
communication of young people today
which is really fast and instant, with old
way of communication - writing letters

Audio or VideoDocumentary

7

UNS

Alisa DEBELIĆ

A girl

Poetic film about a girl

VideoExperimental

8

UNS

Tijana IVKOVIĆ

Milica

Young actress talks about her struggle
with self-esteem.

Video or AudioDocumentary

VISER

Zeljko
KOVACEVIC

In the world of the main character
everybody's blindfolded, but he knows
something is not right.

VideoShort feature

Jovan takes a leave of absence to visit
nephew and experiences a dream like
episode in the train.

VideoShort feature

9

10

VISER

Nikola MRAOVIC

Blindfolded

The Coupe

11

UBL

Boris SAVIC

Wheezing

Unrelated images from on office a large Videoherd of wild horses are edited together Experimental
into experimental documentary.
documentary

12

UBL

Anja KAVIC

No words

A symbolic story about deaf-mute man
and his attempt to be understood.

13

US

Benjamin
CENGIC

Think outside the
box

14

US

Zulfikar
FILANDRA

No more hate

Metaphoric scenes set in glass security
boxes of the kind you see outside
Embassies, asking audience to wonder
what boxes they have been put in.
Director confronts young men that have
2007 desecrated burial grounds and
were prosecuted, with a hope to bring
healing into ethnically divided village in
Bosnia.

VideoShort feature

VideoExperimental

VideoDocumentary

15

UAMD

Denis SHKALLA

The life of a
fisherman

16

UAMD

Klodjana
PASHNJARI

We all belong in
this world

UAMD

Manjola
XHELOLLARI

17

18

UT

Amelia

This project will reflect 72 hours of the
life of a fisherman including process of
fishing. They will tell about the breathtaking beauty of the open ocean, about
the great excitement of a good catch of
fish and about the personal satisfaction
of their work
About gender equality in Albanian
sociaty.

VideoDocumentary

VideoDocumentary

This is a story about autistic girl Amelia,
about her dreams, desires and
Videopossibilities.
Documentary
A lot of young people are gathering to
promote the bicycle lifestyle and some
others are gathering under the slogan
“free the lanes”. Documentary about
bike riders and movement for biking in
Tirana.

VideoDocumentary

Keti GHIPALI

Free the Lanes

A story about a judge that had a
strange encounter with his younger
self.

VideoShort feature

Portraying life through different types of
beats, from birth to death.

AudioExperimental

19

UT

Dionis PRIFTI

Judge meets his
youth

20

UT

Stela META

Life is nothing but
the beat

